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Diversity synonym list

See the US Definition of Diversity See the UK English definition of diversitySee the Spanish definition of diversidad1'aiversity of abstract design styles'SYNONYMSvariety, miscellany, assortment, mixing, melange, gamma, matrix, medley, multiplicity, variance, diversity, diversification, variegation, heterogeneity, difference, difference, unlike, dissilitude,
dissilitude, distinctiveness, contrast 1 the quality or state of being composed of many different elements or types of the diversity of plant life on this tropical island is surprising 2 quality or state of being different there is considerable diversity on the platforms for the two big parties contrast, difference, disagreement, discrepancy, disparity, dissility, dissilitude,
distance, distinction, distinctiveness, distinction, diversity, unlike, unlike implausibility, discriminability, change of distinction, modification, disproportion of variation, imbalance, inequality, equality of girls, equivalence, homogeneity of equivalence, homogeneity, uniformity Page 2 It is in this climate that TechCrunch is reporting our events of 2019 and numbers
of diversity we started tracking – which can be seen below. diversity(n)A change is a step from one state or form to another, any act or process by which something becomes different from what it was before, or such an implausia; we say that a change was taking place, or the change that had been made was evident. Mutation is a more formal word for
change, often suggesting repeated or continuous changes; like, the mutations of fortune. The novelty is a change in what is new, or the novelty of what a change is made to; like, it was perpetually desirous of novelty. The revolution is specifically and most commonly a change of government. Variation is a partial change of shape, qualities, etc., but especially
in position or action; such as the variation of the magnetic needle or the pulse. Variety is a succession of changes or a mixture of different things, and you always think it's nice. Vicissitude is an acute, sudden or violent change, always considered so surprising and often as disturbing or distressing; like, the vicissitudes of politics. The transition is the change
happening from one place or another, especially in a natural, regular or orderly way; like, the transition from spring to summer, or from youth to manhood. An innovation is a change that bursts into an established order or custom; such as an innovation in religion or politics. For distinctions among other words compare synonyms for CHANGE, v. In the
religious sense regeneration is the vital renewal of the soul by the power of the Divine Spirit; conversion is the conscious and manifest change from evil to good, or from a lower spiritual state to a higher spiritual state; how, in Luke xxii, 32, when you are converted, strengthen your brothers. In the conversion of popular use is the most common word to express
the regeneration system. Synonyms: alteration, change, change, conversion, innovation, mutation, novelty, regeneration, renewal, renewal, revolution, transformation, transition, transmutation, variation, variety, vicissitaAntonyms:constancy, permanence, firmness, fixation, fixation, identity, invariability, permanence, firmness, invariable, uniformityPreposition:
We have made a change for the better; the change from winter to spring; the change of a liquid to or in a gas; a change in quality; a change by absorption or oxidation. aboutexamplestermsprivacy &amp;& amp; cookie policyPower Thesaurus © 2021 Different from everyone else; unusual: (Mathematics) Do not approach a limit; non-converging. No, no, no,
no. Variable; changeable Have more than one shape or appearance. Be of a number greater than two or three, but not many: Completely different, as in nature, quality or importance: The definition of dissimilar are things that are different. Several; several; more than one or two; Several. It consists or works of several devices of one type at the same time.
Have a great variety; Several. Expose a wide variety or diversity: Not associated or connected with others; existence as an entity; different; individually distinguished or characterized by variety; diversified: The act, or the result, of diversifying. The quality or state of being heterogeneous. The pitchers used in this sequence: A variation or be varied The quality
or condition of being diverse or varied; Diversity: To diversify it is defined as dividing and adding variety. Mix two things irregularly, placing things of one kind between other things: (Intransitive) rotate, rotate or rotate. To give variety to; diversify Bear a close resemblance; similar: From or belonging to the conformity. 1919, P. G. Wodehouse, My Jeeves Man:
Consistent or format of various types; varied; mixed Not completely pure, tinted or adulterated. (Programming, of a function) capable of taking multiple types of data With many colors; variegat Have a resemblance in appearance or nature; equally though not identical. (Not comparable, math) Exactly equivalent. Have almost or exactly the same qualities,
characteristics, etc.; similar; the same as or consonant with another or others: No different or another; not another or others; it is no different as to himself; selfsame; numerically identical. Equally far from each other at all points. Find another word for several. On this page you can discover 52 synonyms, antonyms, language expressions and related words for
several, such as: different, divergent, varied, diverse, disparate, unlike, variant, multiforma, diverse, different and opposite. It's easy to think of this statistic as a sign of privilege among Gen Zers - until you remember that they are the most racially and ethnically diverse demographic in American history. Working as teenagers? No gen ZPallabi 7,
2020OzyNewspapers traditionally served as and while this system had its flaws - particularly in its lack of diverse views and voices - it was often successful in maintaining society's most marginal views of reaching a larger audience. Login on 1 (noun) within the sense of differences Defining quality to be different or varied The cultural diversity of British
societySynonyms difference the big difference in the variety of size they like variety in their lives and enjoy trying new things divergence There is a substantial divergence of opinion in the party. Multiplicity of a writer who uses a multiplicity of variety stylesSee examples of synonyms 2 (noun) in the sense of rangeas large a diversity of genetic material as
possibleSynonyms gamma Trees on the mountain within my viewing range had fallen. Variety of a shop selling a wide variety of goods sweep the entire sweep of German social and political history spans the scope of a new field Our field of view is surprisingly broad. sphere of the sphere of international compass politics Within the compass of a book of this
size, such a comprehensive survey is not practicable. assortment of an assortment of cheeses amplitude The operatic amplitude of his voice adapts to the occasion. Ambit medicines that fall outside the scope of the pricing agreementSee examples of proverb synonyms It takes all kinds to make a worldCopyright © 2016 by HarperCollins Publishers. All rights
reserved. Additional synonyms in the sense of ambitDefinitionlimits or boundarymedicines that fall outside the scope of pricing agreementsSinonymsradiusin the sense of amplitudeDefinibility of the extensionThe operite amplitude of your voice adapts to the occasion. Synonyms, amplitude, amplitude, greenness, in general, enormousness, capaciousness in
the sense of assortment Definition of a collection of various things or a kind of assortment of cheesesSynonymsmixed bag (informal), mélange, hotchpotch, salmagundi, pick 'n' mix mix
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